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Managing your time effectively, and achieving what you want to achieve, means spending your
time on things that are important and not just urgent.
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Urgent activities demand immediate attention, and are often associated with the
achievement of someone else's goals.
Deadlines and commitments like reports, meetings and project work.
Also real problems and crises.
Important activities have an outcome that leads to the achievement of your goals.
Tasks that mean you prepare well or prevent a problem, and
tasks that affect the people you work with.

A useful guide - the urgent / important matrix
The Urgent / important matrix was developed as a guide to prioritising tasks.
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Basically....
1. If a task is urgent AND important, DO it now!
2. If a task is important, PLAN!
3. If a task is NOT important, Do NOT DO!

What to do
Use the Urgent / important planner to work out how to spend you time.
1. List the tasks that need your time.
2. Determine their urgency and importance.
3. Decide how you will deal with them.
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Use this table to work out how you will spend your time.
List tasks that need your TIME
List the tasks that seem to be in "your court" then assess
them to decide how you need to deal with them.

Decide...
Is it
urgent

!

Is it
important?

!

Determine the best way to carry out the task?
Urgent but not important = Delegate & supervise

Urgent + important = DO

Not urgent or important = NOT YOUR JOB!

Important but not urgent = PLAN
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